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ABSTRACT

Type traits and mammary health traits are impor-
tant to dairy ruminant breeding because they influence 
animal health, milking ability, and longevity, as well 
as the economic sustainability of farms. The avail-
ability of the genomic sequence and a single nucleotide 
polymorphism chip in goats has opened up new fields 
of investigation to better understand the genes and 
mechanisms that underlie such complex traits and to 
be able to select them. Our objective was to perform 
a genome-wide association study in dairy goats for 11 
type traits and somatic cell count (SCC) as proxies for 
mastitis resistance. A genome-wide association study 
was implemented using a daughter design composed of 
1,941 Alpine and Saanen goats sired by 20 artificial 
insemination bucks, genotyped with the Illumina Goat-
SNP50 BeadChip (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). This 
association study was based on both linkage analyses 
and linkage disequilibrium using QTLmap software 
(http:// dga7 .jouy .inra .fr/ qtlmap/ ) interval mapping 
was performed with the likelihood ratio test using 
linear regressions. Breeds were analyzed together and 
separately. The study highlighted 37 chromosome-wide 
significant quantitative trait loci (QTL) with linkage 
analyses and 222 genome-wide significant QTL for link-
age disequilibrium, for type and SCC traits in dairy 
goats. Genomic control of those traits was mostly poly-
genic and breed-specific, suggesting that within-breed 
selection would be favored for those traits. Of note, 
Capra hircus autosome (CHI) 19 appeared to be highly 
enriched in single nucleotide polymorphisms associated 
with type and SCC, with 2 highly significant regions 
in the Saanen breed. One region (33–42 Mb) was sig-
nificantly associated with SCC and includes candidate 
genes associated with response to intramammary infec-

tions (RARA, STAT3, STAT5A, and STAT5B). Another 
region of the CHI 19 (24.5–27 Mb) exhibited an adverse 
pleiotropic effect on milk production (milk, fat yield, 
and protein yield) and udder traits (udder floor posi-
tion and rear udder attachment) that agreed with the 
negative genetic correlations that exist between those 
2 groups of traits. These QTL were not found in the 
Alpine breed. In Alpine, the 2 most significant regions 
were associated with chest depth on CHI 6 (45.8–46.0 
Mb) and CHI 8 (80.7–81.1 Mb). These results will be 
helpful for goat selection in the future and could lead to 
identification of causal mutations.
Key words: type traits, udder, mastitis, somatic cell 
count, goat, genome-wide association study (GWAS)

INTRODUCTION

As dairy goat farming mainly targets cheese produc-
tion, goat-breeding programs tend to focus on milk 
production and composition. However, during the last 
decade, other functional traits in this species have been 
investigated and their genetic variability documented. 
Udder morphology is associated with milking abil-
ity and machine milking ease (Marnet and McKusick, 
2001) and it affects duration of animal productive life 
by reducing premature culling due to morphological 
defects (Clément et al., 2006). Eleven heritable mor-
phological traits (Manfredi et al., 2001) are routinely 
recorded in French primiparous goats. Furthermore, a 
genetic opposition with production has been document-
ed in French populations (Manfredi et al., 2001), which 
provides evidence that the highly successful selection 
for milk production has likely led to a deterioration in 
udder shape. Five udder type traits, which explain 80% 
of the genetic variability of udder and teat morphol-
ogy (Clément et al., 2006), were therefore included in 
the French selection index in 2006: udder profile, udder 
floor position, fore udder, rear udder attachment, and 
teat orientation. Since 2013, milk SCC has also been 
selected against as a means of reducing subclinical mas-
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titis. Milk SCC (h2 = 0.2 in goats) has been used widely 
in dairy ruminants as an indirect predictor of udder 
health status (Rupp and Foucras, 2010; Rupp et al., 
2011) and is recorded routinely in French dairy goats. 
Somatic cell count can be recorded at low marginal 
cost during routine milk recording, whereas clinical 
mastitis diagnosis is more expensive. As a constant in-
crease in the level of SCC has been observed on French 
goat farms in recent decades (Clément et al., 2016), 
this trait has been introduced to improve both animal 
health and milk quality. In the current breeding objec-
tive, udder morphology accounts for 28% and SCC for 
17% in Saanen goats, and 25% and 13% respectively, 
for Alpine goats (Palhière et al., 2015).

The availability of the genomic sequence in goats 
(Dong et al., 2013) has opened up new fields of investi-
gation to better understand and select for traits of in-
terest in this species. The development of a high-density 
SNP array (Tosser-Klopp et al., 2014) and its applica-
tion in genome-wide association studies has facilitated 
the identification of regions that control caprine traits 
such as polledness (Kijas et al., 2013), wattle (Reber et 
al., 2015), coat color (Martin et al., 2016b), supernu-
merary teats (Martin et al., 2016a), and milk produc-
tion (Martin et al., 2017). However, very little is known 
about the loci controlling type traits and lactation SCS 
(LSCS) in this species. To our knowledge, only one 
study on QTL detection of caprine body conformation 
traits was published (Marrube et al., 2007), based on 
a low-density panel of microsatellites in Angora goats.

In this paper, we report a genome scan for 12 type 
and health traits, including udder type traits, SCC, 
and stature in Saanen and Alpine dairy breeds. We 
performed linkage analyses (LA) and linkage disequi-
librium (LD) analyses in a large family design of 2,209 
goats, based on Illumina GoatSNP50 BeadChip (Illu-
mina Inc., San Diego, CA) data to identify genomic 
regions responsible for type and health traits and to 
nominate potential candidate genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Statement

The DNA samples for this study came from France 
and are stored at the Laboratoire d’Analyses Géné-
tiques pour les Espèces Animales, Jouy-en-Josas, France 
(LABOGENA; www .labogena .fr). Sperm was collected 
from bucks by Capgenes, with authorization from the 
Direction Générale de l’Alimentation; FR CC 860), and 
we used extra doses from this collection. Blood samples 
were taken at commercial farms. The animals were 
not part of any experimental design but were sampled 

by veterinarians or under veterinarian supervision for 
routine veterinary care; extra samples were requested 
when blood sampling took place.

Animals

The data came from 2,209 French dairy goats sampled 
in 2010 as part of the national “Genomcap” and the 
European Union “3SR” (www .3srbreeding .eu) projects 
described previously in Martin et al. (2017). The 2,209 
animals were distributed in 20 half-sib families sired by 
9 Saanen and 11 Alpine AI bucks. Family size averaged 
109 (±16) daughters per buck and ranged from to 73 
to 126.

Genome-Wide SNP Genotyping and Quality Control

All 2,209 animals were genotyped using the Illu-
mina GoatSNP50 BeadChip (53,347 SNP); DNA was 
extracted from blood samples and genotyping was 
performed at LABOGENA (www .labogena .fr). Data 
were cleaned using an in-house pipeline as described 
by Martin et al. (2017). In brief, any individual with 
a call rate below 95% (n = 16) or showing pedigree 
inconsistency (n = 228; i.e., 10%) was discarded. Qual-
ity control of SNP included the following inclusion cri-
teria: call rate >99%, minor allele frequency >1%, and 
Hardy-Weinberg P-value >10−6. After edits, a total of 
47,174 out of 53,347 synthesized SNP remained, and a 
total of 44,612 SNP distributed on goat (Capra hircus, 
CHI) autosomes CHI 1 to CHI 29 were included for 
further analyses. The marker order and positions were 
based on the caprine Assembly CHIR_1.0 downloaded 
(December 9, 2014) from the following link: http:// 
bioinformatics .tecnoparco .org/ SNPchimp/ index .php/ 
download/ download -goat -data.

Phenotypic Measurements

The following 11 type traits were considered: fore 
udder (FU), udder profile (UP), udder floor posi-
tion (UFP), rear udder (RU), rear udder attachment 
(RUA), teat length (TL), teat form (TF), teat angle 
(TA), teat orientation (TO), chest depth (CD), and 
foot orientation (FO). The definition of the traits is as 
used in Manfredi et al. (2001) and Rupp et al. (2011). 
Teat length and CD were directly measured on the ani-
mal; the other type traits were given appraisal scores 
ranging from 1 to 9. All type traits were recorded once, 
during the first or (occasionally) second lactation (1% 
in genotyped animals) using official classifiers from the 
breeders’ association Capgènes (Mignaloux Beauvoir, 
France). The LSCS was computed from the monthly 

www.labogena.fr
www.3srbreeding.eu
www.labogena.fr
http://bioinformatics.tecnoparco.org/SNPchimp/index.php/download/download-goat-data
http://bioinformatics.tecnoparco.org/SNPchimp/index.php/download/download-goat-data
http://bioinformatics.tecnoparco.org/SNPchimp/index.php/download/download-goat-data
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test-day SCC as described by Rupp et al. (2011). 
Briefly, the test-day SCC were transformed to SCS 
by logarithmic transformation (Ali and Shook, 1980) 
to achieve a normal distribution. The LSCS was then 
computed as the weighted arithmetic mean of the test-
day SCS adjusted for DIM. Description statistics for 
raw phenotypes for genotyped animals are presented 
in Table 1.

For genome-wide association testing, yield devia-
tions for all traits were used as provided by the official 
French national genetic evaluation (Clément et al., 
2002). Yield deviations were raw data corrected for 
the effects included in the genetic evaluation models. 
For type traits, the fixed effects were age and lactation 
stage at the scoring date, and flock by year and parity 
combination, with number of levels equal to 13 (15), 17 
(21), and 108 (131), for Saanen (Alpine) animals in the 
data set (n = 1,941), respectively. For LSCS, the raw 
data were corrected for the fixed effects of flock, age at 
kidding, month of kidding, dry period length (by parity, 
year, and region combination), and the random perma-
nent environment. The number of levels were equal to 
393 (449), 81 (96), 75 (91), and 56 (64) for Saanen (Al-
pine) animals in the data set (n = 1,941), respectively. 
The yield deviations for each lactation (only the first 3 
lactations were considered) were averaged by animal. A 
total of 1,941 phenotyped and genotyped animals were 
used for QTL mapping.

Statistical Analyses

Population Stratification. A principal compo-
nents analysis (PCA) based on SNP information was 

conducted on the genotypes of the 1,941 genotyped 
animals using PLINK (v1.90b3.32; Purcell et al., 2007) 
to construct and plot the population structure. As il-
lustrated in Figure 1, the population structure reflected 
the 20 families distributed in 2 breeds in our daughter 
design. Consequently, linkage and association mapping 
were conducted separately by breed and combined in a 
joint analysis, taking into account the family structure 
in the models.

Linkage and Association Mapping. The QTL 
associated with the 11 type traits and LSCS were 
mapped separately by breed and also combined in a 
joint analysis. Both LA and LD using interval map-
ping were applied using the QTLMap software (Elsen 
et al., 1999; http:// dga7 .jouy .inra .fr/ qtlmap/ ). For 
LA, interval mapping (Lander and Botstein, 1989) was 
performed with the likelihood ratio test (LRT) using 
within-sire linear regression (Knott et al., 1996). The 
QTL effect (average substitution effect) was expressed 
in phenotypic deviation units (standard deviation, SD) 
for the trait. Linkage disequilibrium was based on a re-
gression analysis of the phenotypes against the founder 
haplotypes (Legarra and Fernando, 2009). Both LA and 
LD analyses provided a test for each genomic position 
(here, every 0.1 Mb; i.e., 24,015 tests over the genome) 
using the surrounding SNP information.

Chromosome-wide significance levels were calculated 
with QTLMap, using the current family structure and 
the milk yield trait from Martin et al. (2017). For LA, 
the empirical 5 and 1% chromosome-wide significance 
levels of the test statistics were estimated from 1,000 
within-family permutations (Churchill and Doerge, 
1994) for each chromosome. For LD, the empirical 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for raw data for 11 type traits and lactation SCS (LSCS) traits in 1,941 genotyped dairy goats (Alpine, n = 787; 
Saanen, n = 1,154)

Trait1

Alpine

 

Saanen

N Mean SD Minimum Maximum N Mean SD Minimum Maximum

FU 1,154 3.02 0.96 1 7  787 3.11 1.02 1 7
UP 1,154 5.70 1.38 1 9  787 6.24 1.39 1 9
UFP 1,154 6.35 0.93 3 9  787 6.32 1.00 3 9
TL 1,154 5.18 1.35 1 9  787 5.80 1.53 1 9
TF 1,154 5.07 1.46 1 9  787 5.41 1.50 1 9
TA 1,154 4.85 0.77 1 7  787 4.84 0.72 2 7
TO 1,154 3.47 0.93 1 7  787 3.94 0.92 1 8
RU 1,154 6.17 1.08 3 9  787 5.67 1.16 3 9
RUA 1,154 3.94 1.42 1 9  787 4.09 1.53 1 9
CD 1,154 8.11 0.67 1 9  787 8.29 1.05 1 9
FO 1,154 6.65 0.98 1 9  787 6.96 0.81 3 9
LSCS (parity 1) 1,153 5.24 1.61 0.95 9.46  787 5.51 1.34 2.05 9.59
LSCS (parity 2) 997 5.96 1.50 1.61 10.50  678 6.30 1.26 2.55 10.32
LSCS (parity 3) 709 6.23 1.33 2.50 10.28  470 6.86 1.18 2.64 10.38
1FU = fore udder; UP = udder profile; UFP = udder floor position; TL = teat length; TF = teat form; TA = teat angle; TO = teat orientation; 
RU = rear udder; RUA = rear udder attachment; CD = chest depth; and FO = foot orientation. Type traits were scored mainly in first lactation 
(n = 1,141 in Saanen; n = 782 in Alpine) or in second lactation (n = 13 in Saanen; n = 5 in Alpine) in the genotyped data set.

http://dga7.jouy.inra.fr/qtlmap/
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chromosome-wide significance level of the test statistics 
was estimated from 1,000 simulations for each chromo-
some, assuming a heritability of 0.35 for the trait. The 
5% genome-wide thresholds were obtained by apply-
ing the Bonferroni correction Pgenome-wise = 1 − (1 − 
Pchromosome-wise)

n, where n was the number of autosomes 
analyzed (i.e., 29). The 95% CI of the QTL locations 
were estimated with the logarithm of odds drop-off 
(Lander and Botstein, 1989) implemented in QTLMap 
software. In practice, the bounds of the interval were 
the 2 locations where the likelihood was equal to the 
maximum likelihood minus 3.84 [= χ2 (1, 0.05)]. Sig-
nificant results located within the same 4-Mb interval 
were grouped into a single QTL region, as presented by 
Sanchez et al. (2016).

Close Linkage Versus Pleiotropism Test. Be-
cause QTL locations were found in the same genomic 
region for different traits, the “Close LInkage versus 
Pleiotropism test” (CLIP) developed by David et al. 
(2013) was implemented to distinguish between pleiot-
ropy (a single QTL affecting more than one trait) and 
close linkage (different QTL that are physically close 
to each other and influence the traits). Briefly, the test 
uses the following equation to compare 2 traits and 
rejects the hypothesis of a pleiotropic QTL if the square 
of the observed correlation between a combination of 
apparent effects at the marker level is below the mini-
mal value it can take under the pleiotropic assumption, 
multiplied by a factor Kα:
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the markers of the considered region on traits 1 and 2, 
respectively; ˆ²σ X1 and ˆ²σ X2  are the observed variances of 
X1 and X2; and ˆ²σ y1 and ˆ²σ y2 are the variances of the raw 
data. Kα corresponds to the αth percentile of the distri-
bution of the ratio of the square of the observed corre-
lation to its minimal value under the pleiotropism as-
sumption and controls the risk of wrongly concluding 
linkage (α-risk); N is the number of animals. According 
to David et al. (2013), this test is relevant and per-
formed only if
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Factor Kα depends on different parameters: N, α, the 
variance of linkage disequilibrium between the QTL 
and the markers, and the effect of the QTL on the 
phenotypic variance for each trait. In this study, we 
estimated Kα for each test, calculating the QTL effect 
on the phenotypic variance, considering the α-risk at 

Figure 1. Population structure map drawn from the first 2 principal components (PC1 and PC2) of a principal component analysis based 
on 44,250 SNP from 1,941 animals distributed in 20 half-sib families sired by 9 Saanen and 11 Alpine bucks. The first 2 components explain 55 
and 8% of variance, respectively. Color version available online.
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5%, and taking the default setting proposed by the 
software for the LD variance (0.202); Kα varied from 
1.13 to 1.17.

The CLIP test was performed in the Saanen breed 
for a 241-SNP region located between 20 and 32 Mb 
on CHI 19. Quantitative trait loci for milk production 
traits had previously been detected in the same genom-
ic region of CHI 19 using the same data set (Martin et 
al., 2017). Indeed, QTL for milk yield (MY), protein 
yield (PY), and fat yield (FY) were mapped on CHI 
19 between 22 and 29 Mb. Accordingly, the CLIP test 
was carried out for UFP, RUA, MY, PY, and FY. In 
addition, TF—for which there was no QTL in the re-
gion—was tested as a negative control.

Multi-Trait Association Mapping. The multi-
trait QTL on CHI 19 was further investigated using 
2 approaches. First, a PCA was implemented on the 
5 traits MY, FY PY, RUA, and UFP, using the SAS 
PRINCOMP procedure (SAS Institute Inc., 2008). The 
number of principal components to be retained was 
based on the proportion of variability explained and 
on their relationships with the original variables. Prin-
cipal component (PC) scores were then calculated and 
treated as a new phenotype for performing LD QTL 
mapping as described above. A linear model was then 
fitted to the SNP that was close to the most significant 
position, to quantify its effect on the different traits 
(MIXED procedure; SAS Institute Inc., 2008). The 
model included the fixed effects of sire and SNP. Sec-
ond, a multivariate QTL detection was implemented 
using LA implemented in QTLMap. In this approach 
developed by Gilbert and Le Roy (2003), the joint 
influence on the traits is assumed to follow a multi-
normal distribution. Significance levels were estimated 
by Monte Carlo simulations, with trait values being 
simulated with multinormal distributions (Gilbert and 
Le Roy, 2003).

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics

Raw phenotypes are presented in Table 1. Mean 
values were similar in the 2 breeds, with an average dif-
ference between breeds of 0.2 SD. The maximum differ-
ence was equal to 0.51 SD for TO. The LSCS were also 
slightly higher in Saanen than in Alpine, especially in 
the third parity. Also, the raw means of phenotypes in 
the present data set were comparable to national breed 
averages for contemporary Alpine goats (n = 185,816 
for LSCS and 39,502 for type) and Saanen goats (n 
= 158,608 for LSCS and 25,767 for type). Indeed, the 
average difference from the breed average was equal to 

0.01 and 0.04 SD for Alpine and Saanen, respectively. 
The maximum departure from the national values 
(+0.27 SD) was for LSCS in third parity, with slightly 
high cell counts (LSCS = 6.86 ± 1.18) in our Alpine 
sample (Table 1) compared with the national average 
(LSCS = 6.50 ± 1.29).

The results of the PCA are shown in Figure 1. The 
first dimension (PC1) accounted for 55% of total vari-
ance and showed substantial variation within breed, 
mainly related to sire families. The second dimension 
(PC2) summarized 8% of the variation and clearly dis-
tinguished Saanen and Alpine breeds.

Genome-Wide Association for Type Traits and LSCS

Thirty-seven QTL were detected by LA at the 1% 
chromosome-wide threshold (Table 2). Seven of them, 
located in 4 regions of chromosomes CHI 1, 6, 8, and 19, 
exceeded the 5% genome-wide threshold. Many more 
QTL were detected by association mapping, giving 222 
locations (454 SNP) that exceeded the 5% genome-
wide threshold (see Supplemental Table S1; https:// 
doi .org/ 10 .3168/ jds .2017 -13625). These locations were 
scattered all over the genome, with enrichment on CHI 
6, 8, 14 and 19 and with a range of 12 to 32 locations 
per trait.

The 4 most significant regions were especially inter-
esting. First, a CHI 19 region showed a strong associa-
tion with udder type in the Saanen breed: UFP using 
LA (5% CI: 24.1–29.7 Mb; Table 2) and both UFP and 
RUA using LD (5% CI: 24.4–26.4 Mb; Figure 2a, b). 
The QTL explained 5% of variance for each of the 2 
traits, as estimated from the single-trait LD analyses. 
Then, another CHI 19 region was found associated with 
LSCS in the Saanen breed using LA (5% CI: 40.8–42.1 
Mb; Table 2) and LD (5% CI: 35.0–35.2 Mb). This QTL 
explained 4% of variance for the trait. Finally, 2 regions 
on CHI 6 (5% CI: 45.8–46.0 Mb) and CHI 8 (5% CI: 
80.7–81.1 Mb) were found associated with CD in the 
Alpine breed using LD (Figure 2c; see Supplemental 
Table S1; https:// doi .org/ 10 .3168/ jds .2017 -13625). 
The QTL explained 6 and 3% of variance for the trait, 
respectively.

When the 2 breeds were compared, more locations 
were detected in Saanen (n = 73, total number of SNP 
= 182) than in Alpine (n = 55, total number of SNP 
= 116) goats, even though the design included more 
Alpine families and goats. Among those association 
results, only one location was shared by the 2 breeds 
when examined separately (TF at 73.2 and 77 Mb on 
CHI 14). The significant positions detected for the 2 
breeds analyzed jointly were either new regions (not 
found in the single-breed analysis) or regions shared 

https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2017-13625
https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2017-13625
https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2017-13625
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with 1 of the 2 breeds. In most cases, the results from 
the 2 breeds combined in a joint analysis did not 
strengthen the single-breed results, but there were 2 
exceptions. First, the significance of the QTL for LSCS 
on CHI 19 using LA (Table 2) was higher when both 
breeds were analyzed jointly. Similarly, the significance 
of the QTL for TL on CHI 1 based on LA (Table 2) 
was increased when both breeds were analyzed jointly.

Testing for Pleiotropy on CHI 19 in Saanen

The CLIP test was performed for UFP, RUA, MY, 
PY, FY, and TF traits in the CHI 19 QTL region 
(20–32 Mb) to determine whether those QTL were a 

single pleiotropic QTL or different QTL in close link-
age. The results are presented in Supplemental Table 
S2 (https:// doi .org/ 10 .3168/ jds .2017 -13625). As ex-
pected, the negative control TF always showed a rejec-
tion of pleiotropy with RUA, UFP, MY, FY, and PY. 
In contrast, the pleiotropic assumption (H0) was never 
rejected in any of the 2-trait analyses with RUA, UFP, 
MY, FY, and PY, except for RUA-FY. The observed 
correlation (0.52), however, was only slightly below the 
threshold (0.54) at which the hypothesis of pleiotropy 
was rejected. This suggests that all of these traits may 
be controlled by the same gene(s) or by genes too close 
together on the genome to be distinguished by our de-
sign.

Table 2. Linkage-based genome scan (LA) for 11 type traits and lactation SCS (LSCS) in 1,941 dairy goats1

CHI  Trait2  Breed
Significance  

level3 LRT4
Position  

(×100 Mb)
95% CI (minimum– 

maximum)
Substitution  

effect

1  RUA  All ** 51.70 0.187 0.150–0.217 0.259
  RUA  Alpine ** 39.07 0.205 0.201–0.209 0.462
  RU  Saanen ** 33.01 0.296 0.276–0.344 0.317
  TL  Saanen ** 33.10 1.359 1.339–1.372 0.335
  TL  All *** 64.31 1.359 1.355–1.371 0.311
  TF  Alpine ** 35.25 1.360 1.357–1.370 0.288
2  TF  Alpine ** 35.30 0.886 0.868–0.923 0.269
3  FO  All ** 51.86 0.879 0.852–0.898 0.28
4  TO  Saanen ** 32.61 0.712 0.650–0.734 0.348
5  UP  Saanen ** 34.53 0.069 0.061–0.080 0.367
6  CD  Alpine *** 40.83 0.391 0.371–0.408 0.346
  CD  All ** 54.28 0.395 0.383–0.407 0.283
  TL  Saanen *** 45.54 0.437 0.425–0.440 0.399
8  RUA  Alpine *** 41.26 0.401 0.388–0.416 0.304
  RUA  All ** 53.39 0.401 0.388–0.413 0.263
  CD  Alpine ** 38.95 0.816 0.762–0.833 0.347
  RU  All ** 53.27 1.050 1.032–1.054 0.286
10  CD  Alpine ** 35.11 0.307 0.300–0.363 0.298
14  TL  All ** 54.11 0.572 0.509–0.592 0.287
  TL  Saanen ** 31.25 0.575 0.520–0.595 0.373
  TF  Alpine ** 34.55 0.790 0.784–0.834 0.327
  TL  Alpine ** 34.37 0.799 0.775–0.820 0.282
16  LSCS  Saanen ** 32.72 0.056 0.053–0.057 0.36
  RU  All ** 49.94 0.135 0.100–0.244 0.252
17  FU  Alpine ** 36.52 0.307 0.267–0.360 0.294
  FU  All ** 48.96 0.335 0.280–0.360 0.261
19  UFP  Saanen *** 40.51 0.285 0.241–0.297 0.415
  LSCS  Saanen *** 61.88 0.413 0.408–0.421 0.419
  LSCS  All *** 78.59 0.413 0.409–0.417 0.296
  FO  Alpine ** 34.70 0.582 0.577–0.589 0.268
  FO  All ** 49.80 0.583 0.579–0.589 0.248
28  RUA  Saanen ** 28.91 0.160 0.122–0.259 0.314
  RUA  All ** 53.86 0.330 0.327–0.334 0.285
29  TL  Saanen ** 28.44 0.062 0.045–0.087 0.367
  TA  Saanen ** 32.35 0.405 0.381–0.420 0.38
  TA  All ** 51.62 0.412 0.388–0.423 0.278
  FU  Alpine ** 34.94 0.419 0.406–0.451 0.292
1QTL were mapped separately by breed (Alpine, n = 787; Saanen, n = 1,154) and combined in a joint analysis (All). Results were ordered by 
chromosome (CHI, Capra hircus) and position.
2FU = fore udder; UP = udder profile; UFP = udder floor position; TL = teat length; TF = teat form; TA = teat angle; TO = teat orientation; 
RU = rear udder; RUA = rear udder attachment; CD = chest depth; and FO = foot orientation.
3Significance level: *** = 5% genome-wide; ** = 1% chromosome-wide. The 95% CI of the QTL locations were estimated by logarithm of odds 
drop-off.
4Likelihood ratio test.
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Figure 2. Manhattan plot of likelihood ratio test profiles show 3 highly significant QTL for 3 type traits: (a) udder floor position (UFP) in 
Saanen, (b) rear udder attachment (RUA) in Saanen, (c) chest depth (CD) in Alpine. Color version available online.
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Results from the single-trait approach using LD are 
presented in Figure 3a, and results from the multi-trait 
approaches using LA and LD are presented in Figure 
3b. The PCA for the 5 traits provided a value on the 
first component (PC1) that explained 57% of the over-
all variance. The correlation of PC1 with MY, FY, 
PY, RUA, and UFP was 0.91, 0.91, 0.94, −0.29, and 
−0.48 respectively. The LD analysis for PC1 on CHI 
19 showed a higher LRT estimate than for the traits 
analyzed separately (Figure 3a, b). The LD analysis for 
PC1 also reduced the length of the confidence interval 
to 2.4 Mb (5% CI = 24.5–26.9 Mb) compared with 
the 4.2-Mb cumulative interval obtained from the 5 
separate analyses (5% CI = 22.2–26.4 Mb). The SNP 

with the highest significance level (highest LRT) was 
snp10622-scaffold1377–956913 (rs268243476), with mi-
nor allele frequency of 0.21.

The latter SNP was fitted into a linear model to 
quantify its effect on the 5 traits. The model also in-
cluded the fixed sire effect. The results are presented 
in Supplemental Table S3a (https:// doi .org/ 10 .3168/ 
jds .2017 -13625). The SNP had an opposite effect on 
milk production and udder type. Indeed, the genotype 
associated with higher MY, FY, and PY was associated 
with lower (unfavorable) scores for RUA and UFP; 
that is, less strongly attached and lower udder floor 
position, respectively. This result was in agreement 
with the negative correlation between the phenotypes 

Figure 3. Global likelihood ratio test profiles on Capra hircus chromosome 19 (CHI19) in the Saanen breed show significant effect of the 
same region on 5 traits. Results were based on (a) association analyses for udder floor position (UFP), rear udder attachment (RUA), teat form 
(TF), milk production (MY), fat yield (FY), and protein yield (PY); and (b) multitrait linkage analysis (LA; curve) and association analysis 
(linkage disequilibrium, LD) for the principal component trait PC1 (■). The PC1 was from a principal component analysis carried out on the 
5 MY, FY, PY, RUA, and UFP traits, using the SAS PRINCOMP procedure (SAS Institute, 2008). The horizontal dotted line represents the 
5% genome-wide threshold. Color version available online.
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(Supplemental Table S3b; https:// doi .org/ 10 .3168/ jds 
.2017 -13625).

The multi-trait approach using LA in QTLMap simi-
larly increased the LRT value (LRT = 87.05) compared 
with single LA analyses (Figure 3b). The latter ap-
proach additionally provided the relative effect of the 
QTL on the 5 traits, equal to 0.31, 0.24, 0.31, −0.33, 
and −0.42 SD for MY, FY, PY, RUA, and UFP, re-
spectively. The QTL explained 3 to 5% of phenotypic 
variance (yield deviation) for each of the 5 traits, as 
estimated from the single-trait LD analyses.

DISCUSSION

Type and LSCS Traits Are Mostly Under Polygenic 
Control in Dairy Ruminants

A large number of QTL for type and LSCS have been 
mapped on the 29 caprine autosomes (>220). With this 
study including health data, it is possible that some of 
the associations would appear on chromosome X. The 
present method and software chosen, however, based 
on within-founder regressions (large families of male 
founders) were not well suited to analyze the X chromo-
some. This could be done in the future using alternative 
methods such as association mapping in females with 
polygenic models, with full pedigree or genomic parent-
age matrix to account for the population stratification.

It is interesting to note that among the numerous 
QTL regions for type and LSCS traits reported in the 
cattle literature (http:// www .animalgenome .org/ cgi 
-bin/ QTLdb), several studies have pointed to the same 
syntenic regions for the same—or similar—traits. In 
particular, Cole et al. (2011) investigated 31 produc-
tion, health, reproduction, and type traits in Holstein 
using a 50K SNP chip and highlighted a large number of 
genomic regions associated with these traits. The study 
by Pausch et al. (2016) identified 12 QTL for udder 
morphology using a combination of a 634K SNP chip 
and sequence data in Fleckvieh. Among those bovine 
results, we found syntenic regions (Table 3). Earlier 
studies in cattle had also reported QTL for udder type 
and LSCS (Bennewitz et al., 2004; Schrooten et al., 
2004; Ashwell et al., 2005). However, the latter studies 
were based on low-density marker panels (microsatel-
lites) and the confidence intervals for these QTL were 
large. Altogether, the present study and literature data 
indicate a polygenic control of type and LSCS traits in 
dairy species, with some possible commonalities across 
cattle and goat.

Two Goat Breeds with Different Genetic Control

Most loci associated with type traits and LSCS in 
dairy goats were on different chromosomes or at differ-
ent positions in the 2 breeds studied separately. These 

Table 3. Concordant QTL with literature data

Caprine QTL

 

Concordant bovine QTL in syntonic regions

CHI1 Position (Mb)  Trait2 BTA Position (Mb)  Trait  Reference3

1 18.6–20.4 RUA   1 16.9 Udder cleft Cole et al. (2011)
1 29.5 RUA   1 28.4 Dairy form teat length Cole et al. (2011)
          394 [24–40] Udder cleft Schnabel et al. (2005)
3 87.9 FO   3 88.6 Foot angle Cole et al. (2011)
5 6.9 UP   5 7 Udder cleft, rear teat placement Cole et al. (2011)
6 45.9 CD   6 41.7–45 Stature, body depth Cole et al. (2011)
11 13.2 TO   11 18.7 Teat placement, central ligament Pausch et al. (2016)
17 30.7–33.5 FU   17 34 Udder depth, stature Cole et al. (2011)
17 58.6 RUA   11 62.7 Central ligament, fore udder length, 

teat thickness and placement
Pausch et al. (2016)

19 24.5–28.5 UFP, RUA   19 35 Udder depth Schrooten et al. (2004)
19 41.33 LSCS   19 584 [7–130] SCS Bennewitz et al. (2004)
26 42.26 TL   26 46 Teat thickness Pausch et al. (2016)
29 12.55 FO   29 3.24 [1–49] Foot angle Ashwell et al. (2005)
          14.6–15.9 Foot angle Cole et al. (2011)
29 40.4–41.8 TA   29 13–214 [1–49] Rear udder width, rear udder height, 

fore udder attachment, front teat 
placement

Ashwell et al. (2005)

1Capra hircus autosome.
2RUA = rear udder attachment; FO = foot orientation; UP = udder profile; CD = chest depth; TO = teat orientation; FU = fore udder; UFP 
= udder floor position; LSCS = lactation SCS; TL = teat length; TA = teat angle.
3Cole et al. (2011): Holstein cattle, 50K SNP chip; Schnabel et al. (2005): Holstein cattle, 221 microsatellites; Pausch et al. (2005): Fleckvieh 
cattle, 634K SNP chip and sequence data; Schrooten et al. (2004): Holstein cattle, 277 microsatellites; Bennewitz et al. (2004): Holstein cattle, 
127 microsatellites on 9 chromosomes; Ashwell et al. (2005): Holstein cattle, 406 microsatellites.
4Large confidence interval in brackets (low marker density; i.e., microsatellites).
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results suggest that the genes responsible for those 
traits, or allele frequencies, truly differ between the 
2 breeds. Our aim in combining the 2 breeds was to 
increase the power and thereby detect those loci that 
showed consistent associations across the 2 breeds. 
This approach resulted mostly in the identification of 
new locations not previously found within the breed. 
Therefore, SNP detected by the joint breed analyses 
are likely linked with shared loci, each having a con-
sistent but small effect on the SNP within each breed. 
This observation is in accordance with previous QTL 
in the same breeds for supernumerary teats (Martin et 
al., 2016a) and milk production traits (Martin et al., 
2017), which showed that QTL locations were shared 
across Saanen and Alpine only for some traits (protein 
and fat content) and that genetic control for other 
traits was essentially different. Pure breed selection in 
French dairy goats began in the 1960s. The breeding 
objectives initially focused on milk production and 
then included udder type in 2006 (Clément et al., 2002) 
and LSCS in 2013 (Clément et al., 2016). The same 
breeding objective has been applied over the past 50 yr 
to both Saanen and Alpine goat breeds, and descriptive 
statistics show overall similar raw data for these traits 
between the breeds in the current data set as well as in 
previous research (Rupp et al., 2011). Only teat traits 
were slightly different between breeds; teats are longer 
and more vertical in Saanen than in Alpine. Despite 
similar patterns and breeding goals, a level of genetic 
heterogeneity in the determinism of dairy-related traits 
is therefore apparent, which may reflect original breed 
differences, genetic drift, or both.

A Promising Region with Candidate Genes  
for LSCS on CHI 19 in Saanen

In the Saanen breed, a highly significant QTL for 
LSCS was found on CHI 19 (33–42 Mb). Of note, a 
dairy sheep study based on a 50K SNP chip (Rupp et 
al., 2015) pointed to the same syntenic region located 
on Ovis aries chromosome (OAR) 11 for LSCS. How-
ever, the latter QTL, in both goat and sheep, showed a 
large overlapping confidence interval when the LA and 
LD results were considered together (>5 Mb interval), 
indicating that comparative mapping might not be suit-
able for narrowing down the causative genes. Also, the 
region is particularly gene-enriched, making the nomi-
nation of candidate genes difficult. However, 4 genes 
located within the confidence interval of the caprine 
QTL are good functional candidates. The retinoic acid 
receptor α (RARA) gene, located at 39.8 Mb, is differ-
ently expressed in divergent mastitis-resistant and mas-
titis-susceptible lines of sheep (Bonnefont et al., 2011). 

This gene regulates the expression of target genes and 
is involved in various biological processes. In addition, 3 
genes related to signal transducers and activators of the 
transcription family are located at 41–42 Mb: STAT3, 
STAT5B, and STAT5B. This gene family belongs to the 
Janus kinase (JAK/STAT) signaling pathway, known 
for its importance in the immune response and its rela-
tion to mastitis susceptibility in both cattle (Usman 
et al., 2014) and sheep (Rupp et al., 2015). This QTL 
was not found in the Alpine breed. However, the QTL 
significance using LA was increased when both breeds 
were analyzed jointly, suggesting that although it was 
not significant at the 5% chromosome-wide threshold, 
the QTL is also segregating in this breed.

A Pleiotropic QTL for Milk and Udder Type  
on CHI 19 in Saanen

Another region of CHI 19 (24.5–27 Mb) was associ-
ated with both type (RUA and UFP) and milk produc-
tion traits (MY, FY, and PY) in the Saanen breed. The 
allele with the highest frequency had an adverse effect, 
improving milk production while deteriorating udder 
shape. The question was raised as to whether the QTL 
was a single pleiotropic QTL or different QTL in close 
linkage. Results from the CLIP test suggested that that 
a single pleiotropic QTL affected all of these traits. 
Regarding the 2 udder type traits, this is in agree-
ment with the high genetic correlation between these 
traits; that is, 0.74 and 0.71 in the Saanen and Alpine 
breeds, respectively (Clément et al., 2006), suggesting 
that they are, in large part, the expression of the same 
trait. However, among the 10 and 5 significant regions 
for UFP and RUA, respectively, found in the 2 breeds 
(Supplemental Table S1; https:// doi .org/ 10 .3168/ jds 
.2017 -13625), only the one on CHI 19 region in Saanen 
was common (<2 Mb apart). This QTL, therefore, 
explains only a small part of the genetic correlation 
between traits, which is also high in Alpine goats. The 
result from the CLIP test is also in agreement with 
a direct biological link between udder shape and milk 
production. To further confirm the result of pleiotropy 
at this locus, it would be interesting to rerun the test 
with an increased number of SNP in this region such 
that the variance of linkage disequilibrium between the 
QTL and the markers is increased. As additional SNP 
in the CHI 19 region were added to a custom-built 
chip used for parentage assessment, new genotypes and 
animals will be available in the near future to conduct 
such a validation.

From a functional perspective, we can reasonably 
hypothesize that the same gene can affect both milk 
production and udder size and shape. Martin et al. 
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(2017), who first described the QTL on CH19 for milk 
production, suggested a few possible candidate genes 
related to fatty acid and lipid metabolism pathways: 
phospholipase D2 (PLD2), gamma-glutamyltransferase 
6 (GGT6), and arachidonate lipoxygenase (ALOX)-12, 
-12B, and -15. However, the function of those genes 
is unlikely to be related to udder type. As mentioned 
above, CHI 19 is highly enriched in genes, with an aver-
age of 22.5 genes/Mb, making the nomination of candi-
date genes difficult. In the pleiotropic QTL region, the 
density is even higher, with 308 known genes within a 
12-Mb-long region. In comparison, a mean of 9.6 genes/
Mb was found across the entire genome, according to 
the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
goat genome data (https:// www .ncbi .nlm .nih .gov/ 
genome ?term = capra %20hircus). Further fine mapping 
and functional analyses are, therefore, needed to iden-
tify the causative gene(s) and variant(s). Indeed, to our 
knowledge, this is the only way to determine whether 
one or several variants of the regions are responsible 
for the phenotypes we observe. As stated previously, 
genotypes on new animals for SNP in this region will 
be available in the near future thanks to a custom-built 
chip. Also, whole-genome sequence data for a few dozen 
Saanen animals will be available in the Vargoats proj-
ect (http:// www .goatgenome .org/ vargoats .html). This 
data might help in fine mapping the QTL, possibly 
using imputation from 50K to sequence.

The present results may explain some part of the ad-
verse genetic correlation between udder type and milk 
production that exists in our goat populations. Indeed, 
genetic correlations (rg) between milk production and 
UFP (rg = −0.55 in Saanen vs. rg = −0.43 in Alpine) 
or between milk production and RUA (rg = −0.31 in 
Saanen vs. rg = −0.17 in Alpine) are high and stronger 
in the Saanen breed than in the Alpine breed (Clément 
et al., 2006). This genetic opposition and deterioration 
of udder shape motivated the inclusion of udder type 
traits in the breeding objective of French Saanen and 
Alpine goats in 2006 (Clément et al., 2002). However, if 
the genetic opposition between udder type and produc-
tion in Saanen is caused, at least in part, by a genetic 
variant with pleiotropic effects, it cannot be disrupted 
by conventional or SNP-assisted selection. The simul-
taneous improvement of udder shape and milk produc-
tion might thus be limited. We will therefore need to 
conduct further fine-mapping analyses to address this 
issue. The present findings and other dairy literature 
(Fasquelle et al., 2009; Kadri et al., 2014; Rupp et al., 
2015) add to the evidence that pleiotropy and trade-
offs are not uncommon in commercially bred livestock. 
They highlight the need for knowledge and methods 
on how to achieve the optimal balancing selection for 

both functional traits and production traits in livestock 
when close linkage or specific variants with pleiotropic 
effects are identified.

CONCLUSIONS

We present a genome-wide association study that 
highlighted a large number of QTL regions for type and 
health (LSCS) traits in dairy goats. Genomic control of 
those traits was mostly polygenic and breed-specific, 
suggesting that within-breed selection should be fa-
vored for those traits. Goat chromosome 19 displayed 
a large concentration of SNP effects. One region was 
significantly associated with LSCS in Saanen, close to 
candidate genes that could be involved in the response 
to intramammary infection (RARA, STAT3, STAT5A, 
and STAT5B). Another region of the chromosome 
showed an adverse pleiotropic effect on milk production 
and udder traits. These results will be helpful for goat 
selection in the future and could lead to the identifica-
tion of causal mutations.
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